[Usefulness of carbohydrate-deficient transferrin (CDT) in the assessment of abuse and abstinence in chronic alcoholism].
To evaluate the utility of carbohydrate deficient transferrin (CDT) for the chronic alcoholism diagnostic, the recent intake and the abstinence, comparing it with the most recognized biological markers, specially the MCV and the GGT. We study 87 subjects: 22 controls, 42 subjects abstinent chronic alcoholics and 23 patient active alcoholics. From the last group we subject the middle to a 15 days abstinence period. We compare the CDT with the mos recognized markers in the difference groups. We found significant difference with MCV and GGT in the chronic alcoholism diagnostic. There were significant difference with MCV, GGT and specially CDT in the case of recent alcoholic intake. CDT was the only one that shows significant difference in recent abstinence. According to our results the CDT is a poor marker of chronic alcoholism. The classical markers (MCV nd GGT) are better on tha propriety. CDT, however, is a valid and effective marker for the recent alcohol intake, it is better than GGT and MCV. And it is the only valid marker for the recent abstinence. So, we estimate that, it would be advisable the CDT clinical use with restringed criterions for the recent alcoholic intake diagnostics and, specially for the abstinence one.